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Dr* George Fuld
2\x Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass,

Dear George:

Thank you for your nice letter of February 9. I have not
forgotten you and have been trying to arrange to obtain
the Boyd Washingtoniana for study but I think it is some-
what premature.

I am glad your Civil War opus is ready to come out and
it is certainly timely in view of the interest in the
Civil War Centennial, It is very nice of you to suggest
sending ms a deluxe photo edition.

The galley proofs of my A.N.S, publication have been sent
back for page proofs so that ought to be out shortly.

I have been doing a great deaH of work on the Machin's
Mills Mint and am putting an article in Empire Topics en-
deavoring to get others to send in information.

I would very much like to see the counterfeit English half-
pence which you acquired but only those with the standard
legends and not those with the evasive legends which
some people call Bungtowns. The evasive legends are
not Bungtowns, actually, as the Bungtown coppers is an
American expression and to my knowledge none of the evas-
ive legend pieces ever circulated in America.

I have discovered some wonderful new material on the Conn-
ecticut Mint and will start writing it up shortly.

I obtained a few Mason's Journal and would like to know
exactly which ones you have so that I might fill in to
your library. I also am in a position to obtain a great
quantity of coin catalogues before the balance are given
to the A.N.A. They include Mehl, Bl dpr . Haseltine, Low,
and a large group of others. How c$n I know what you need
without sitting down and making a list. Do you have any
kind of an inventory of your library? Please let me know
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promptly on this as I consider this a real opportunity
for you as there is not too much I am interested in.

Is it possible that you have a duplicate of the second
edition (i860) of Dickeson? I only have the first edition
and would like to have the second edition, also.

My wife sends best wishes to your wife, and we hope to
see you soon, somehow.

Cordially,

ERIC P. NEWMAN

E?N/atb



24 Plymouth Rd*

Wakefield, Mass.

Feb. 15, 1959

Dear Eric:

I was happy to hear from you—especially about the windfall of early

auttion catalogs. I have spent all weekend listing our holdings of

early catalogs—makes quite a list. In all cases rfith che catalog,

except for Woodward, I have listed what I have, . so ^1 can use any^of^

the^c-roup that are not listed. In the case of Woodw rd, I listed only

those I need as my set here is rather complete. My sets of Chapman s

and Elders”ar e fair, but my holding of such people as nazeloine,

SflaJe U. S. Coin, and Ranfield are woefully poor. These life ts are

oxall we own (before about 1940) with only very few unimportant

exceptions (such as Doughty, Groh and Crosfry Coll, as well as rewsmith

and Davis that are bound separately). A good assumption (at least 995-

correct) If its not on these lists, we do not own it..

Frankly, I could find no catalogs from Fisher, Cbin'X"Change, Robinson,

Merwin Clayton Sales Co. and N. Y. Stamp and Coin Co. Many others we

had only one or two of*

Hope you can r ad my writing. Also enclosed list of periodicals we need

which is rather complete. In Mason Bull, listed what we have (mostly

through your help)

.

On the last page of the list is a lot of about 50 duplicates which you

might like personally or'/, trade to the collect! n from which I am cu.ling

sales we need. Now, we would very much like to pay for any of these

sales— just e the pftce

Excuse
it in

his line—my son got into the type-

a unipe fashiCPn. When I got tb this
w «^ter ribbon and rewound -- — — 1- — — -

part of the rol^, for some strange reason the ribbon sto ped.

I am sending under separate cover, the 50 counterfeits: These are definitely

not Bungtowns (however, I do collect these) as all inscriptions are 0*^.

However, it is possible that a few of them are genuine. Hope they prove

of interest.

Sorriy I do not have a duplicate of Dickenson. I have only the second

ed. (i860). Incidental ly, do you know there is a third ed. (l86£)

Also, a recent discovery the other day—you probably recall Bushnell’s

token book of a, 1 types of iiftj/s published in I858. Well, when I

picked up a duplicate copy (at least I thought it was)( there turned

out to be two editions of this. This really startled me—no. much inference

between them.

Spent all c'ay at MHS collection—the thing this collection needs most is

some alain soan and ‘water to wash the many years accumulation 01 dus4,

Made lots of notes—anything you want me to look out for.
.

Plan to go

back end of next month with Ken B. to photo interesting pieceo — esp.

early Wash, medals.
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Also I picked up a very unusual item today—rather hard to believe.

Its an avidavit attesting to the Manley medal.

The text of the letter is as follows, naturally handwritten

V A tous Magistrats autre perso nes a qui'ces present

viendront Nous les souseignees certifyons cue nous

avons vu le Medal execute par °accues Manley, de

son Excellence Geroge Washington autrefois General

des Arnees Anericaine a present President des

Jltfcts Unies ^cue nous croyon3 que c'est une parfait

resemblance de plus eua nous avons vu un uerti^_cao

a cet Effet Signees par plurieurs Officiers Magistrate

des ( Etats d' Amerique

. S /me
A New York ce 6-

Jour de Mai 1791 D. W. Clinton Gov. of

New York

( ^ ) Varick Mayor

of the City of New York
/ ?\

Antonie L. C. M. de la Forefety )

Y. consul general de France que des Etats Unis

9th 1791
Lafayette
W Short

Of £'acurse the signatures are in the usus^ flourish style of

the day, each in a different handwriting. The parts in ( ) are

quest! nable, such as Varick’ s first name and the consuls last name

I oaid a rood price for this—but had no idea what it was worth. What

would it be worth as autographs alone? I've no idea. It was beautifully

frame^with an engraving of Clinton and an early (?) watercolor of

^afayette.

With a contemporary newspaper add offering t e Manley piece for sale,

I could mke a nice article out of this little series (We have the full

set of origr.inal Manleys in Xg£XXXSilver, Cop, and Tina as well as all

the restrkes)

.

Thanks for help.

/7
/

•''C7‘
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24 Plymouth Rd.
Wakefield, “ass.
Feb. 25, 1959

Dear Eric:
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Also was delighted to see the whole group of odd and ends of obsolete

periodicals. The subject of such publications would maIce a fascinating

artilQe . Also, an scheduled to talk at a Club in April on books, and

thimlc I will feature a discussion of all the obsolete journals.

Re: the counterfeit pieces. By all neans, take any that you need.

Of course, I would appreciate your replacing any you can with ap of

your duplicates. As you know, from the first lot I sent you, I

only had one or two of these (filed originally with my Bungtowns).

Incidentally, I an not interested in any regular issue 1/.2D., only

co inter feits . Also what is a Ni0r retail price ^.or this type of

item. Didnit know Batty ' ad a list of these—I have a complete

det of his rather haphazard publications, but never coula ± _nd

very much in thep. Possibly you don't know, but we have a very complete

set^English and Canadian books on tokens (inducing ohe -abulous

Wilson sale with all 44 plates). We have a card die oj. all our

books, journals, etc. (Except for most oi trie material up here in

Boston that I never had a chance to complete) . When I add in my

material, perhaps I can send you a microfilm o: our list, if

you can obtain a reader.

Perhaps you saw Shulman's next sale—

"

6pe I can af-ord ^o ob uax.n

the Getz with circles and squares, unless my friend Mrs. IT. is'

to/, anxious to obtain it—I missed in booh in 19pk AZ A sale wh^p

it went for a r diculous $115? and in Mehl's sale of Futters material.

Also hope to get the 1785 piece oner Walker and Benton piece.

Tf all goes well this PM, I will continue typing my cards on ’Washington

colonials and try to send them off to your for our long awaited

monograph. The only th'ngs 1'^ afraid that are somewhat incomplete

are varieties of the small bust (military ) of 1785.

Thanks very much for ’Washington article — a real unusual source.

Incidentally, I did obtain a newspaper of 1799 offering the Perkins

funeral medal for sale in gold—will qi^eii you a |ihotocopy some time.

I really aonreciate all your help—hope i. can reciprocate all your favors.

Best regards.

;:e dGeor^

P.S. As I said to dad today, in this coin business, it either famine or

food. In a two week period, obtained the ^anley certificate, a good

group of Southern and Rhode Island mules I needed, a tremendous groups

of toekns, Sage mules, Puerto Rico tofejsns, magicians pieces, Blacksmith’s

cards as well as the counterfeit l/2 D plus several unlisted CW 1 s

and four or five new calr^ejdars . Now comes the Shulnan sale which will

break the bank permanently. As I said, feast or famine'

.

7
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March 5> 1959

Dear Eric:

Well, I’m not feeling as bad about the deal right now, as I have rounded

up 75 more catalogs and periodicals for you. They have been sent under

3e arate cover to you. I am enclosing a list of these sales, etc* herewith.

(Have a few other items that I will include).

Also have 15 triplicates (including one quadriplicate*.^ which I am
not sending, however, a list of these is enclosed—if'-you want any
of these for yourself or the trade, please let me know right away.

I have hopes of trading lythese for a few more items (duplicates for me) so

that 1 can send you some more items. Also, have another contact who might
be able to supply me with a large group of sales.

Let me know how many more 3ales you wo Id like—I frankly did not count
the number in your list (that I needed), but I guess they exceeded 150.
So far I have sent you 107 items—of cooSe I realize many of these are

not as good a3 the i'Cmds I’m trading for.

What did you think of my notes on Washington colonials. Didn't send too
much Dn Success tokens—are we to include these.

Best regards—how is your
daughters college applications coming

>
0

fh
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March 19 , 19^9

Mr. George Fuld
2k Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Maas.

Dear George:

I am so delighted that you like the catalogues. I presume

you realize you are now ray library.

I am o-lad you got The History of the Issues of ’aper Money

in the American Colonies Earlier to the Revolution. I own

a copy in lovely condition and it is a major numismatic rarity.

I do have the counterfeit halfpence by Betts but it is such a po

pamphlet that there is little to talk about.

Just received, from England, Batty’s book on nglish copper

coins which describes many of the counterfeits in a very poor

manner

•

The rest of the catalogues will go back under separate cover

as I had to limit each package to 20 pounds and that is why

they were withheld.

Would you send me a complete description of Lot No. 9k in the

Fe rgu son-Haine s sale by Chapman on October 17, 1888, describ-

ing the Immune Columbia.

With respect to your triplicates, I would appreciate it if

you would send of the Woodward’s sales. Nos. 30, 33, £6, 69

and 71. I might like to keep these because they contain

Colonial material.

As far as the duplicates you can obtain from another party,

I do not believe this is necessary unless they can be obtained

without any cost or difficulty. Leave that matter open for

the present.
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Dr. George Fuld
March 19, 19$9

I am returning the two Chapman catalogues which you were nice
enough to lend me. Those will go along with the other cata-
logues. I have kept one of the Mill catalogues because it ha3
item9 in which I am very much interested. Please note, how-
ever, that in the ll/20/lU U.S.Coin Company catalogue is a
tremendous collection of Washington medals. I have begun to
work, slightly, on your Washington cards and wonder if the
Massachusetts Historical Society has a Washington Confederatio .

John Ford's notes indicate that they do. Of course, it can be
an electro or it could be the Washington-New Jersey, or some-
thing else.

With respect to my own specimen, it has a fantastic pedigree,
as you indicate, from the Charleston Bridge Toll Gate, in 1820,
to my safe deposit box.

My daughter is skiing at Aspen, my son is at Williamsburg, T
just came back from Birmingham, my hobby is being interfered
with by my work. Please find a solution to carry water on
both shoulders.

Kindest regards.

Sincerely,

ERIC P. NEWMAN

EPNtATB



GEORGE FULD

XXKKJ£<mKW!£KJWXKP8S««OC

March 25, 1959

Dear Eric

:

Naturally, you're welcome to borrow anything in our library

at any time. T discussed with dad briefly about microfilming

cur library index, and hope to get this done in next several

months. This should be a real help to our friends who want

to borrow books.

Re Hart—glad to know this is such a good piece. I'd never

seen one." Re- Batty—as I said before we have a very good

library on English medals and toflxens— including all standard

V.A#** works on tokens, such as Atkin s,^ 3atty, D and H, Davis 1 19th century

. . J tokens), Williamson (17th century toKkens), Hawkins and Gruber (

k
' medals to 1760 with 60 or 100 double folio plates illustrating

all the nieces) plus various specialized series, such as on

^

Naval, various bounties, booksellers, etc. Also ratner good

on most of Canada (including about 5 diff. editions of Bretor:)

Am sending Woodward's 50, 55, 5<$, and 71 under separate

cover.

Re lot 94, Ferguson u.aines, I quote:

94 1785 Cent. Liberty seated on an oblong box, a staff of

liberty with £lag in right hand, the left expended holding

a balance, IMMUNE (nearly all off) COLUMBIA, exg. 1?85. R.

Bust right, as on Vermont cents, CEORCIVS ^ III. REX. (tops

of first three lietters off). Slightly mistruck, as usual,

but very fine; of light olive color and, we believe, the

best known of this rare variety* ^old for $10.00. Also,

Georgius, spelt with two C's and V as shown in typed above.

Re: Washington Confederatio—the MHS does not have a piece. According

to Garrett's correspondence, the dealer who sold him his specimen

(photo enclosed with my notes) obtained the piece fro^ AppletonU

This seeems to be verified since coin# is not in MHS. 'Thus JJF ^ i£7&

arong. The three Qonfadbatio
1

s are, yours, Mrs. N' s and JHU's *“
, /yj/f/

Thanks again for the catalogs—am looking forward to perusuing
.

the U.S. Co n Co. one with all the Washington in it.

Wish I could suggest what to do about carrying two bucketsof

water--maybe we should just quit work and enjoy our hobby

(or as my wife- says obsession) in peace^. Unfortunately,

in my case can't aford to.

Best regards, and keep me osted on your progress with my

Washington notes.

fc /*/ ct* ct*?***" ^
ft***'}

JU*y 7^/*# ,*??
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GEORGE FULD
XXKHaBSXaEECSCX.

SeXtHKCJXiEr.KK^CXSSX

24 Blynouth Rd.

Wakefield, Mass.

February 22, 1959

Dear Eric:

Haven’t heard from you since my last letter—presume you have

recieved it. Note: some of my reading on the Manley affidavit

was wrong of couse, the governors signature was G. W. Clinton,

not DeWitt.

I’m writing to tell you about a real major discovery—one I’m

ashamed I missed since it turned up in 3oston. At least I

got it, althou h it would have been ch^/per without the middle

man.

As you know I have traced over 6 of the ’Washington large and small

eagle 1791 patterns. As you may recall, four reside in Garrett,

one in 3aldwin and one unknown (maybe Boyd), “owever, there

was one where we had anly a scanty reference, the one m Harper s

Monthly of l8£o which mentioned two with edg^jsfJWILLEY STTKDSHILL

BERSEAM BRADLEY that were in existence. Gfiiti n-tSly one was the one

now in Garrett, only a reverse trial with the edge. Ksbver, the

other never turned up (at least to my knowledge) . Well now it

has and is now in our collection. Once again, its^ ent^l^ly different

from any. of the other known specimens. The piece has the regular
^

1791 lar'-e eagle obverse, however the reverse is not finished (although

there
7 were two dies cut). This is the regular reverse,, but the lettering

ONE CENT has not been added. Also interestingly enough the piece had

some wear. Anyways, I think this piece answers one more of the

questions that remained unowh in regard to the .;as.. . colonials

.

Now that the CW book has gone to press, will finish my notes on

Washington and forward to you with all the photographs.

Best regards.

y
^>v4>



Dr.George Fuld
2U Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

February 23, 1959

Dear George:

I worked all weekend for you until I was exhausted and have

listed on the enclosed two pages items which you may not have

as well as some items which I don't know about. Please re-

check these lists carefully and see if there are any elimin-

ations .

I would certainly like to restock this collection with any

duplicates you have and I will throw in a group of duplicates

of my own as it is a most embarrassing situation. I have

traded many of my Greek and Roman catalogues to the party who

owned these and I am to take out what I wished and send the

rest to the A.N.A. library. My wishes were minimal but I real-

ize it was a sensational opportunity for you.

In view of the fact that you might not have kept a carbon of

your list to me of what you did not have I am returning that

list to you for rechecking.

There is one problem which must be carefully recheckedand that

involves sales which you may classify as Strobridge which are

joint sales by Cogan, Woodward, Strobridge and others. The only

way you can check these, I imagine, is by actual date. Straighten

me out as I have used the first name in the catalogue if there

are more than one cataloguer.

Do you happen to have any United States Mint annual reports?

The group of counterfeit halfpence of George II andGeorge III

arrived and I am embarrassed by the number of them l do not have.

The American made ones I have so this will not be complicated.

You will be shocked to know that I have in my collection over

70 counterfeit halfpence of 1775 and there must be 15 in your

group which I do not have. Naturally >
I would like to have

I
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Dr. Qeorge Fuld February 23, 19^9

them but do not wish to hurt you. I can replace them with

other halfpence, genuine and counterfeit, but want to be sure

that is all right with you* I have been fortunate in locating

Batty on English copper coins which describes a great many

of these counterfeits but is completely inadequate.

Please think the entire problem I have over and if you want

to throw your duplicate volumes into the trade that wilx be

helpful. If you have any other . volume s, like U.S.Mint reports,

or anything on coins they, too, would be helpful. There will

be no money payments in this situation at all as that would

merely spoil a nice relationship.

Tour acquisition of the Manley Medal certification is fascin-

ating.

Please send me a new set of eyes.

Sincerely,

ERIC P. NEWMAN

EPN/atb



/

GEORGE FULD
1 20 BABCOC K ST.

BROOKLI NE 46. M ASS.

Dear Ef ic

:

Well, I finally got together the rest of ray Washington notes. This

makes quite a pile of material. I am sending you the oringals o* all

ray cards and all my photographs. Plaese guard well, as there are no duplicates.

Please look this material over, ‘‘‘s this enough material to start drafting the

list part of the monograph on Washington colonials. If so, how should it be

done. Also, can you get typed. My typist working on my new book fcthis

ones on fermentation, not coins).

Let me know any unanswered questions. Left out a few comaonly known pieces,

I niess such as double head and Georg: us Triunpho which I had no information

on. The two electrotypes of Washington l/2 cents are both from MHS . Of the

second variety, believe Gould had one o^P not too long ago.

Remember, please, "lease guard the photos—sone wo Id be hard as H to replace.

Guess l‘ve really been making work for you these days'll

7
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March ii, 19!?9

Dr. George Fuld
2k Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

Dear George:

You certainly are trying to do the right thing
with your miscellaneous duplicates.

I may send you back the Cohen Sale as that is a

little difficult to replace as a duplicate.

For God's sake don't send any Numismatists to the
A.N.A. as that is like bringing coals to Newcastle.

There are two Numismatists in your group which,
for some reason, are lost from my library, namely,
November and December, 19U1, so if you want to
send those to me that would be appreciated.

Schulman hasn't sent me a catalogue of his sale
and I am writing for it.

I will await the rest of your duplicates and
if I get a chance I will pack up the ones to be
sent to you. I am certainly delighted to help
you out in this situation.

Best of everything.

Sincerely,

ERIC P. NEWMAN

E N/atb



March 6, 1959

Dr. George Fuld
2U Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

^ear George:

I am returning the check list of books which have been for-
warded to you and there will be just a trifle more to come*
This will keep you reading for ages. I would like for
you to fceturn any of these which you already have and it
seems to me you should have some cf the Cogans, or Stro-
bridges, and I know you have the Mason.

I will let you know what triplicates you send as some of
your triplicates were not sent as duplicates and a couple
of them I might like to have. I will advise you further
on this point.

Do you, by chance, have a copy of the addenda to the McCoy
3ale of May 21, l86h? I would like very much tc obtain
a copy of that addenda. If you dc not have it a photostat
of it would serve my purpose.

I am also enclosing a request for catalogues I would like
to borrow or obtain excerpts.

At the moment I have no time to read your Washington mater-
ial or anything else but will catch up in due course.

I certainly hope I won’t get in hot water with my resource
on the books. I will add my own duplicates and at least
try to equalize the weight in old catalogues. In any event
I know that you would always lend catalogues to any serious
student and that would be just as good as the A.K.A. would
be able to do.

My daughter did not have high enough grades for Radcliffe and
has applied to a group of other college s , including a few in
the Boston area. My wife really appreciates talking this matter
over with your wife and perhaps my daughter is better off not
going to Radcliffe.

Kindest regards.
Sincerely,

EPN/atb



April 9,1959

f

Dr. George Fuld
2h Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

Dear George

i

I need your help again with your wonderful sale
catalogue service. Would you be kind enough
to copy out the text of the following itensi

Low Sale, September 10, 1918, Item h8.

H.P. Smith Sale, January 6, 1882, Item 286.

Thomas Church Sale, February 2$, 1873, Item 7 2U •

Cogan Sale, December 29, 1883, Item 27*

This will be of great help to me.

I haven't forgotten the work on the Washington
cards nor the work on the counterfeit halfpence.

Kindest regards.

Sincerely,

ERIC P. NEWMAN

EPN/atb



May 18, 1959

Dr. George Fuld
2U Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

Dear George*

X did not wich to delay any further closing up the natters

that .re open. I an returning, under separate °°™ r »

notes on the Washington natters and also the bo* of “"6liah

halfpence. As to the Washington natters, I had very few

additions to add without having been able to examine, n

detail, the Boyd collection but X had submitted all my in

formation to you in the past.

As far as the halfpence are concerned, I do appreciate bhe

eac t that you let me have those that I need and X will enoeavor

ttbuild back your set of them in the future, if you wish, as

I acquire duplicates.

I see your Civil War duplicates are being sold through Empire.

I am sorry that you did not come to St.Louis as I thought you

might but if you do at any time please let me know as best

you can in advance.

My daughter is going to Bryn Kawr, to college, and

+

5
*if®

will be interested. She was admitted to a group of other

colleges but Wellesley put her on the waiting list and adrai

a girl who ranks 26th in her class when she ranks fourth.

This xras due to special pressure by the family of the other

girl . It is fantastic the use of influence and pressure that

is going on with respect to getting girls into colleges today.

I certainly hope you have a pleasant summer. We are planning

to go to Russia for a short time.

I have undertaken a number of new research projects, as I know

you have, and I hope that by the time the two of us get over

our obsession, we will have accomplished a great deal.

Our best to both of you*

Sincerely,

EPN/atb



May 2$, 1959

Dr. George Fuld
2h Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

Dear George:

Thank you, so much, for the photographic plates
oT your Civil War tokens. I, being one of your
most appreciative audience, will have many occa-
sions to use it.

If you can obtain extra copies of the appropriate
pages of the Scrapbook for the various issues in
which the descriptive text was published, I would
appreciate obtaining them. I am sure you have
asked for reprints or a sufficient number of tear
sheets to accomplish this.

I have obtained a book for your library which I

am sure will be of interest, namely. The History
of the American Bank Note Company, which is sent
under separate cover.

Kindest personal regards.

Sincerely,

ERIC P. NEWMAN

EPN/atb
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Executive Officer

Robert Samuel Harris, Ph.D.
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Cecil Gordon Dunn, Ph.D.
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John Theodore Roosevelt Nickerson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Food Processing

Stanley Ely Charm, Sc.D.
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George Joseph Fuld, Sc.D.
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June £, 1959

Dr. George Fuld
2k Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

Dear George*

I am going away on my vacation about July 1$ and will be

gone a month.

Sending you the book was quite a project and now I don't
know where I stand as the American Bank Note Company has
advised that they have so many requests for the book they
don’t know if they can send one to you. I am trying to
obtain one, however, from a friend for you.

I do have my inventory of Civil War Tokens checked off
in H & G but some are my own numbers.

I will be delighted to look for calendar tokens in Russia
or anywhere else I happen to be, but whether they permit
buying collector's items, I do not know.

I will scrape through ny material to see if I have any
data on Washington coins. I know I have the matters in
Congress concerning the President I but I assume you al-
ready have that.

Have a wonderful summer and give your wife a little time
too •

Sincerely,

EPN/atb



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

DEPARTMENT OF FOOD TECHNOLOGY

Bernard Emerson Proctor, Ph.D.
Professor of Food Technology, Head of
Department; Director of the Samuel Cate
Prescott Laboratories of Food Technology

Samuel Abraham Goldblith, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Food Technology;
Executive Officer

Robert Samuel Harris, Ph.D.
Professor of Biochemistry of Nutrition

Cecil Gordon Dunn, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Industrial Microbiology

John Theodore Roosevelt Nickerson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Food Processing

Stanley Ely Charm, Sc.D.
Assistant Professor of Food Processing

George Joseph Fuld, Sc.D.
Assistant Professor of Food Engineering
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June 2k 9 1959

Dr. George Fuld
2h Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

Dear George:

I wrote for permission to examine the Boyd
Washington material this fall and I hope it
will be granted. I certainly want to get
this behind us.

I will be going away for my vacation in a
couple of weeks and hope that you and yours
have a very pleasant summer.

I will try to remember to send you my H.G.
book •

Cordially,

ERIC P. NEWMAN

EPN/a tb
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September 1, 1959

Dr. George Fuld
2k i-lymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

Dear George:

I am back from Russia and will study the interesting
material you have forwarded to me.

Have an item, on approval, from W.H. Lowdermilk U Co.,
7l5-12th Street, North West, Washington 5, B. C. which
you may not have and am enclosing it. If you want it
send them a check for $1.00, otherwise return it to
them.

I do not know whether you have the early Mint reports
of the United States Mint. They are all in volumes
1 through 5 of "American State Papers, Financial”, which
is a government publication. These ought to be in your
library if you do not already have them. I need volume
2 which I have not been able to acquire as yet.

More later.

Cordially yours.

EPN/atb



September 8, 1959

Dr® George Fuld
iU Hymouth Road
k:<ke|ield, lajs.

Dear Georgs:

I have founi a moat interesting bit of information in the Cin-

cinnati Couiterfeit Detector and Bank Note Reporter published

about 1653. There is a supplement entitled "Supplement to Cin-

cinnati Detector and Bank Note Reporter containing tac similes

of the vatii us Gold and Silver Coins Most Generally found .In

Circulation published by T.R.Lord fr Co. No.6 West Third Street,

Cincinnati'. On page 2ii there is a picture of a Pine Tree shill-

ing and a ^klue given as 16^. Next to it is a picture of the

reverse andobverse of the Washington and Independence copper

of 1763 wild the following text beneath: "One Cent (Washington’s
day)". Thil, obviously,, means that the denomination of the

coin was considered otie cent and that its value in circulation
was one cent. It altp rneanii that this coin was circulated
at this lateTdate. ij personally, feel this is very important
to show the icceptablllty of those coins and accounts for

the extensive wear found on many of them.

I have ;}ust bought a book from Lowdermilk, in Washington,
and they had a secor.fi copy which they sent me. It is entitled
"Laws of the United States Concerning Money, Banking and
Loans, 1778-1909* . It was printed by the government in 1910.
Huntington was the editor. It was compiled by A . . Huntington •

It is paper backed and in virtually new condition. They
want $7*50 for it. It has all of the coinage legislation and
paper money legislation with good indices. Do you wish it
for your library or not?

I am very anxious to obtain a copy of Stewart’s "History of the
First United States Mint" if you ever run into one.

Will write soon again on the Washington matters.

Sincerely,

EPN/atb



September lU, 1959

Dr, George Fuld
2h Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Maes,

Dear George*

In the Historical Magazine, Volume It, page 83 ,

March, i860, is a list of U9 different Washington
coins which was sent in by n A,S. n of Brookline,
Massachusetts, on February 10, 1859* He states
that items 1*3 bo 1*9 belong to Jeremiah Colburn,
This might be the first collection of Washington
coins and contains the complete description of
them.

Sincerely,

ERIC P. NEWMAN

EPN/atb

r
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September 28, 1909

Mr. George Fuld
2h Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

In accordance with your request I am enclosing five specimens
of my 1783 Washington and Independence Military Bust. I agree
with you thoroughly that the descriptions need complete over-
hauling. The use of the large and small military bust desig-
nation is too vague. I suggest using the position of the WW”
relative to the bust. I also believe the stone on which Liberty
Is sitting should be more carefully described as on some it is
completely smooth, on some it is rough, and on one it is dotted.
I agree with you wholeheartedly that the die breaks cannot be

the classification basis for the coins and that they should be

merely corroboration.

In one of your previous notes you wanted me to obtain the
Pittsburgh Morning Chronicle for November 28, 18U3. There ap-
parently was a previous article in the Pittsburgh Morning Chron-
icle which is referred to by the gentleman who wrote the item
which appeared in the excerpt you sent me. It therefore seems
that some one should examine the Pittsburgh Morning Chronicle
and I will be glad to have some one do that even though the
articles are alleged to be loaded with misinformation. So
as not to duplicate any work, would you advise me as to whether
this has or has not been obtained as yet.

I was rather upset on reading that the head of your Food Tech-
nology Department died suddenly and I am sure it was a great
loss and a shock to you. Life is sometimes brutally rough.

Russia was exceedingly exciting and I want to tell you all about
it at our first opportunity.

Cordially,

EPN/atb
ERIC P. NEWMAN



October 5, 1959

Dear George,

I presume you have seen the
article on Washington Season
medals which is in the American
Numismatic and Archeological
Society Proceedings, l89ii-6
Page 37.

*

From the desk of

ERIC P. NEWMAN



Dr. George Fuld - 24 Plymouth Road - Wakefield. Massachusetts
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24 Plymouth Road - Wakefield, Massachusetts

>

Dr. George Fuld

Oct. 12, 1959

Dear Eric

:

Well have been chasing after Washington

colonials in attempt to find out how many of

each variety are knovna.

Don't forget to let me know the story on the



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE 39

SAMUEL CATE
DEPARTMENT OF FOOD TECHNOLOGY

PRESCOTT LABORATORIES OF FOOD TECHNOLOGY

Dear Eric

:

Have been trying to get to wirte you all night—but just caught up

with a little coin nail. Wrothe five letters about Stewart to people

I beilve got the hoard. Will let you k ow what happens.

picked up the B. 168 piece toda; —its a real dog— out what can you

do. Will send you a photo.

Also picked up a few interesting books today. One w s the Renoirs

of Augustus St. Gaudens (Century Pub, N. Y. 1910) 2 Vols. .Gives a

few nice pages of the story of the Double Ealge, with working sketches,

models, etc. Interesting.

Also an -'nteresting letter—printed letter to Congress from uerfersson,

with a letter frccT Director* of Mint Apr. 20, 1802 re the discussion

then in Congress for abolishing the Mint—the dieector complains about

the low wages paid mint employees and wants to guarantee them other

jobs if Mint closed.

Also another nice book, A Sketch of the Finances of the United States

by Albert Gallatin, N Y 1796. Haven’t looked over too carefully, but

mya be interesting.

At HENA the other day finally got a copy of Antinelli (the AITS duplicate)

.

Idiot me once owned one and sold it before I knew what it was —about

ten years ago—this cost about 8 times as much.

Also another intersting book by Lerous— the Collectors lade Mecum wn cn

is sort of a Dictionary of coin names and their vlues (denominations

only) • Unusual

.

ITow here’s a problem. Was offerred also tocay a lovely _our volame

set of A.M. Davis Colonial Currency Reprints published in 1911 with

only a 150 copy printing* (Sigler 642). Mow they want $6c. -or

xi they claim issued at about $^5« I s this wortn it it is o. g.la

hate to miss it.

S-oent an hour at the Grand Masonic Lodge Library here in Boston—quite

a" nice book collection they have-apparently complete on medlas starting

with Zacharisis’ in l84o to 1846, and including a sv.-r lcment to

Marvin printed about 1909 having 257 more pages and listing an additional

7C0 pieces. Qu9te eyeppeing.

All for now.

Enclosed two St. Louis pieces

f



October 22, 1959

Dr. George Fuld
2k Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

Dear George:
j

Being busy is no excuse but I have been trying to catch up
ever since my vacation. The open matters are as follwws:

You just sent me a revision of the draped bust and military
bust items. I realize how much work it took but it is not
well written up from a classification point of view and I
have interlin«a ted the first page and a half to show what
I mean. I realize you did not write this up and Black must
recognize that people not too familiar with the subject
will be the ones who read it. For example, the position
of the cap relative to the letters must be stated on each
reverse description first. The existence or nonexistence
of initials on the reverse should be stated. It is just
as important to emphasize negatives rather than positives.
Once there is a specific identification of a given variety
by two or three items it seems unnecessary to go on. T have
no way of checking this situation as you have my coins and
I hope your friend will accept my suggestions in the spirit
in which they are written. Please 3®nd me the new descrip-
tions after revision.

You indicated that you found a military bust type A which
might be available for me and I certainly would like to have
it. If it has a price I will pay for it. If you would rather
have something in exchange that would be fine also.

I am looking forward to hearing from you as to what progress
you are making on the Stewart books.

I am returning the two 1861 Confederate tokens with the
thought that they are not worth working on as they are of
modern manufacture and look to me like the type of thing
that James, Inc., of Louisville, Kentucky, might put out.
They certainly are recent twentieth century amusements.



Page 2

Dr. George Fuld
1959October 22

I am also returning the two counterfeit British halfpence

and the Brockage piece which you were nice enough to let

me see. These are all English productions.

I do not know what you meant in your letter of October 12

when you said that X should let you have the story on the

draped bust with the button. I don’t have any story, do I?

Ford is also working up a list of books on American numis-

matics and I wanted you to know that fact.

I am in a very disillusioned mood because after taking a

whole series of colored pictures for the talk I am giving
at A.N.S.on the afternoon of November littfe , they were all

developed in the wrong chemicals so that they are ruined
and I have to take them over again. I will recover.

The Colonial Currency reprints, published in 1911, are not
too exciting. Goodspeeds has had one for sale for a long
while. It is scarce but you will never read it. Most of

tne material is covered in .Davis’ books on the subject.

Thank you for sending me the two St. Louis items which I

don’t know anything about but which have gone into the

appropriate box.

Please excuse me for letting our correspondence die down
a 3 that should never happen.

My very kindest personal regards.

Sincerely,

ERIC P. NEWMAN

EPN/atb

%
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November 3, 1959

Dr. George Fuld
2k Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Has 3.

Dear George

t

Your letters are always fascinating as it takes my secretary

and myself quite a while to decipher them.

I certainly do not think the modern Confederate pretenses of

coinage are worth talking about.

I am very disappointed to learn that there is no progress

on the Stewart books. Would you wish to let me know who

has them as I might be able to do something about it If -

know the party. I would not do anything about it before

clearing with you, however.

You asked me about the draped bust with the button. I nav^

No. 5 and No. 7 and my No. 7 is far superior to the photo-

graph •

The blowups are wonderful and whatever you want me to do in

the way of participating in the expense, $ will gladly do,

but let* s both try to make it a charitable deduction at an

appropriate time since it is to be used for educational pur-

poses.

A quick glance at the draped bust photographs shows me that

the reverse A, as shown in the two combinations of 1-A, an

the one combination of 2 -A is not the same rererse. Something

has gone haywire. I oheoked the position of the A in STAiES

relative to the border dotting and find it different in all

three photographs. I hope I haven’t discovered a new variety

just to mess you up further.

It would be nice seeing you on November lli, if you come to mj

lecture in New York, but I think you would be idiotic to drive

that far unless you had other interests in New York. My wile

is coming with me so I will be involved socially in the evening



I hope you have received Mrs. Norweb*s pieces and that you

find a few new varieties there.

I think it is wrong to designate as a new variety a die

which is recut. Recutting is just like die breaks as far

as I am concerned. I am sure you realize I am not being

critical but merely trying to make constructive suggestions

for proper evaluation of the wonderful work you are doing.

Most cordially yours,

ERIC P. NEWMAN

E?N/atb



Nov. 8, 1959

Dear Eric:

So that you secretary won't shoot me

I'll type this one. Re the Stewart—I located

one of the copies and it cost me an eye tooth'.

Have a hxot lead on a second one which I hope

will be cheaper- if this doesn't pan out may-

be we can talk WAlter Breen out of his copy.

Still hoping to get to N.Y. If I come will

drive down early—please let me know where I

can reach you about 11;AM as I'll porbably

arrive about t]jen—would be easiest for me at

the museum, I case I don't make it, please

try to let Henry G. let you look over the

Washington colonials at ATS—he couldN't spare

the time to check the material for me at the
present.

Still haven't gotten Mrs. N's material. You
raised a good point about the three reverse

A' s, but memeber they all have the peculiar
die break near the branch. So think they're
same—rember one's an overstrike and this may

have distorted the dots.
Re cost of book—yes by Xall means lets

deduct from I.C.tax. So £ar I have laid out

§75.00 for the series on the draped and military
and §54.00 to JHU for photos of Garrett pieces,

and 6.25 for typing. Thus, §120.50 so far

—

if you'd like to split this I'd appreciate it.

Hope to see you Sat.
reach you PDQ • • • •

I I I I
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November 11, 19^9

Dr. George Fuld
2h Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

Dear George:

I ampplanning to stay at the Savoy Hilton
Hotel but will probably go out to ANS as
promotly as I get to town on Saturday morn-
ing.

As to reverse A , be very careful that the

die break, near the branch, is not caused
by the punch having broken as I am convinced
that the border beading in relation to the
lettering is different on two of them.

See you Saturday - if you are silly enough
to come.

Sincerely,

t-

EPN/atb



Dr. George Fuld
2U Plymouth Road
Wakefield, Mass.

Dear Georges

I sincerely appreciate your coming down to ANS for my talk
and I am very sorry we could not 3pend more time together.
We did, however, get a good deql accomplished, nevertheless*

You said you were interested in the book on Massachusetts
currency which Schindler’s Antique Store sent me and I am
sending the same to you under separate cover. You will
note that it i3 3uch an early edition there are no plates
and, likewise, no index, and the few pages after 2h 8 are
not included. I am satisfied that this is the way the book
must h.-.ve originally come out as it is an original binding, etc.
I am enclosing a copy of ray invoice from them and please feel
free to send the book back if you do not wish it.

I am very grateful for the Maris catalogue and will send Wed
a photostat of the part he is interested in. Did you indi-
cate thrt you had an extra copy of the plates or photographs
of the plates? If so, this would be most helpful; otherwise
I would like to borrow your book and have a photograph made.

Whenever you are ready for me to study the other Washington
material, please feel free to send it to me.

I hope you understand ray feeling with respect to the Miller-
Ryder re publication • PP rhaps you only meant to issue a few
copies of the Miller-Ryde r but if you want to spread it out
I think it would be so easy to lay in typewritten corrections
and changes that it would then have some value. I certainly
would not republish the Vermont pages. as reprints of the
Richardson article are available at AHA for 35>£ each. Perhaps
I was too hasty in judging your project but felt that it had
so much value if done properly that I want to encourage it
being done right.

Hastily yours.

EP? ! /atb



December 7, 19i?9

Dr. George Fuld
2h Plymouth Hoad
Wakfield, Mass.

Dear George:

I beran looking over the books and discovered

something interesting in the introduction to

Conder. It is a reference to "Mr.Birchaxl s

list", pa?'6s k?6 and 110. It indicates that

this is the list of tokens which had been

/published and that it improperly included certain

American pieces, such as Washington, United

States, New York tokens, etc. Would you have

this list in your lib rary, or should I write

to A.N.S. or the British Museum, etc. to try

to locate it? I think it will be very import-

ant. The comment made by ir. Conder is:

"They may be collected as American pieces

but" can never be regarded as British".

S3 ncerely.

ERIC P. NEWMAN

EPN/atb



'TtteCvw £. (fame & SPECIALIZING IN SILVER DOLLARS OF THE WORLD

PLASTIC COIN HOLDERS - CHOICE NUMISMATIC ITEMS — TEL. 940



November 20, 19

Dr. George Fuld
2h Plymouth Hoad
Wakefield, Mass.

Dear George:

The description of New York Coins and Medals, which
you have and sent me for documentation, is taken
from E.B. 0 ’ Callaghan * s "The Documentary History
of the State of New York", Vol# 3> Albany, 1S£0,
(octavo edition) which contains monographs numbered
from I to XXIV.

EPN/atb

P.S. I just noticed that the George III copper pieces
of the nineteenth century have a diagonally reeded
band in the center of the edpe, similar to that used
on the Washington pieces. That is further evidence
that the Washington pieces were of nineteenth century
origin. Ask somebody who has a nice collection of
English coins about this if you do not already know
it. I knov; of no edges of this nature prior to this
period.

Sincerely yours.

E 1IC P. NEWMAN

EPN



Mr. George Fuld
2h Plymouth Road
Vakefield, ’lass.

Dear George:

Enclosed is a pamphlet, for your library, with my

compliments

•

The Dickeson arrived from Melvin E. Came & Son,

h Hillcrest Drive, Dover, New Hampshire. This is

the edition I already have and I think the price

is completely out of line. Would you let me know
whether I can return it tohira or did you make

some kind of a swap so that it belongs to you.

Please let me know your wishes so that I may

clear up the matter.

I will write you on other matters as fast as I

can

.

Sincerely,

RIC ?. NSYi'HAN

p q With r4\oect to the Davis Colonial Currency reprints pub-

li'hed by th^r^nce Society, they are usually offered from $5°

to nobody reads them, and they are important. Gooospeeaa

still has a set! I have iever bought then because they are mostly

economic •



Dr. George Fuld
24 Plymouth Road

Wakefield, Massachusetts
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Dr. George Fuld
2 ii lyraouth Road
vakefield, ass.

tear George:

It was a pleasant surprise for you to telephone we last week
and discuss, further, the natter of a republication of the
Miller, on Connecticute. I have been thinking the natter
over and have concluded that it should have something new
in it other than Just corrections. A.b.S. has 'lany wonder-
ful photographs of Connecticuts and 30 does 80 rnan Bryant,
of Mew Haven. tied Barnsley has aggrandized his copy with
a myriad of pictures. A paate-up covering a few more pictures
would be excellent.

I also think it would be smart to put the Crosby section
on Connecticuts into the front of this book, eliminating
Crosby *

6

die variety classification work, and I would like
to write a section on the newly discovered information con-
cerning the operation of the Connecticut Mint.

I realize that the cost of a publication is substantial
and we should know more about it before any money is raised.
We should also keep our sights on distributing more copies
and cutting down the price per copy as it would bo a real
accomplishment to get our money back so that we would have
a fund to proceed with other publications.

i’he donation by each of those whom you have contacted could
b© made to this society but T believe this should wait until
the costs are further ascertained. Once tJiis is published
on a non-profit basis it would not be republished, commercially,
in my opinion.

Will the pictures com© out satisfactorily? and if you have
a sample of the type of publishing work which can be done
from microfilm, I would appreciate seeing it.



Your project has our wholehearted support and the write-up

of the new Connecticut material is already under way.

Sincerely yours.

ilC NEWMAN NUMISMATIC
EDUCA TI ON SOCIETY

By
• ric Newman, President

E N/atb

/


